《The Mysterious CEO》
223 Freedom? Part-9
It was Bo Xiao and his men.
"Hello Liu Juan, we meet again." A wicked smile formed on Bo Xiao's lips which
made Liu Juan frown.
What was he doing here?
Liu Juan wanted to ask but she didn't need to because Bo Xiao answered it readily,
"You are really not thinking that I would let you go, are you?"
Liu Juan's intuition was trying to convince her that they were going in the wrong
direction and perhaps, something bad was going to happen but she overlooked it. In
her heart, a drop-sized, happiness had emerged when she saw Liu Ruolan was taking
the lead which Liu Juan always wanted to have her big sister who would take all the
decisions and lead their life.
Seeing that things were actually happening just like she dreamt of, Liu Juan let her
guard down and as the result, trouble was waiting in front of her.
Looking at Bo Xiao's evil smile, Liu Juan knew that she had made a mistake by
believing that he would really keep his part of their deal. Whereas the truth was that
she had hurt his ego by rejecting his feelings as no one had rejected him before. Since
she had shown the audacity, how could he let her go?
'Nothing good comes easily.' Liu Juan had heard this phrase in her life but when she
saw her freedom in front of her, she stupidly believed Bo Xiao and dug her own and
her big sister's grave by overlooking the aforesaid phrase.
However, it was not too late yet as they could have used their brain and smartness by
running away from here but then…

"This…"
Liu Juan wanted to run from here but how could she when she saw that Liu Ruolan
still continued walking towards Bo Xiao, in fact, she was smiling after seeing him here.
What was Liu Ruolan doing?

And why was Liu Ruolan smiling towards him?
Shouldn't her big sister think to run away from here like her?
Liu Juan wanted to stop Liu Ruolan but her speed was slow compared to Liu Ruolan's
speed. Hence, Liu Ruolan had already reached in front of Bo Xiao before Liu Juan
could get a hold of her big sister.
Liu Ruolan immediately dashed towards Bo Xiao as if she was seeing him after a long
period of time while the reality was, it was just a couple of hours since she had last
seen him.
"I thought you would have forgotten the direction of this path. I have been waiting for
you for a long time." Bo Xiao said while affectionately tucking the loose strand of her
hair behind her ear.
"I thought to spend some time alone with my little sister before meeting you here, right
Juan?" Liu Ruolan turned to look at Liu Juan who was standing there dumbstruck
hearing the conversation between Bo Xiao and Liu Ruolan.
'Before meeting you here.'
Did Liu Ruolan already know that Bo Xiao would be waiting for them here?
That was why Liu Ruolan was insisting to come in this direction.
Did Liu Ruolan know that Bo Xiao didn't have any plans to let them go?
Why didn't Liu Ruolan tell her about Bo Xiao's plan?
Why was Liu Ruolan taking the side of Bo Xiao?
Did Liu Ruolan not believe her when she told her big sister that their life would be in
danger if they would live here?
What did Bo Xiao give to Liu Ruolan to make her betray and trick her own little sister?
Perhaps, Liu Ruolan really liked Bo Xiao so deeply that she couldn't bear to leave
him.
No! This couldn't be possible.
Liu Ruolan might not be aware but Liu Juan knew that Bo Xiao was using her big

sister to just get to her.
Perhaps, Liu Ruolan couldn't see but Liu Juan could see everything in Bo Xiao's eyes.
There was no love for Liu Ruolan in Bo Xiao's eyes. He was just using her!
"Big Sister…" Liu Juan opened her mouth to tell her that Bo Xiao didn't love her but
was only using her. However, she was interrupted by Liu Ruolan.
"What? Did you really think I would leave with you like I did in our childhood?"
"Big Sister, don't believe him! He is just using you. He doesn't love you." Liu Juan
wanted to show Bo Xiao's real face to Liu Ruolan but instead received a surprise in
return when she heard Liu Ruolan's next words.
"I know he doesn't love me. He likes you!"
Well, Liu Ruolan's words not only surprised Liu Juan but also surprised Bo Xiao.
If Liu Ruolan knew that he liked Liu Juan rather than her, then why was she helping
him?
Did he miscalculate something?
Bo Xiao looked at Liu Ruolan with a deep frown on his face.
Whereas, Liu Juan couldn't notice before, but now she could see the hatred in Liu
Ruolan's eyes.
Perhaps, this hatred for her!
For her?
For Liu Juan?
Why?
What did she do?
That was what Liu Ruolan's next words clarified, "That's why I hate you more now!"
'Hate?' Liu Juan was looking at Liu Ruolan in bewilderment as if the person standing
in front of her was not her big sister.
No This was not possible. Her big sister couldn't hate her!

"Big sister…" Liu Juan affectionately called her in a hope that Liu Ruolan's hatred
stares turned into loving one but...
"Shut up! Don't call me Big Sister! I hate this word!" Liu Ruolan snapped in fury.
Hearing Liu Ruolan's words, Liu Juan's heart sank to the point that it would break into
millions of pieces at any point of time.

